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Legal Scrutinizing on Inter-American Human Rights System

Mohamad SETAYESHPUR1 (Lecturer at university of Qom)

Abstract
Inter-American Human Rights System has been considered as the earliest legal system in the International Human Rights Law. In addition to the general rules that have been substantially crystallized in the American convention on Human Rights, it has got several certain rules. Regardless of political issues as interventive variable in this system, possibility of the accession of protocols and conventions and extension of the scope of the Inter-American Human Rights System, could complete the said system and entail its dynamic and avoid the static of its provisions, in view of the legal perspective. Inter-American Human Rights Commission (hereinafter IACHR) and Inter-American Human Rights Court (hereinafter “the Court”) are considered as supervising authorities of implementation of this system’s provisions, which are along each other. Despite of the political variables, the functions of these two bodies are generally regarded positive.
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